As the real common generalisations of both orthodox transversals and adequate transversals in the abundant case, the concept of re ned generalised quasi-adequate transversal, for short, RGQA transversal was introduced by Kong and Wang. In this paper, an interesting characterization for a generalised quasi-adequate transversal to be re ned is acquired. It is shown that the product of every two quasi-ideal RGQA transversals of the abundant semigroup S satisfying the regularity condition is a quasi-ideal RGQA transversal of S and that all quasi-ideal RGQA transversals of S compose a rectangular band. The related results concerning adequate transversals are generalised and enriched.
Introduction
Suppose that S is a regular semigroup with a subsemigroup Thereafter, this class of regular semigroups excited many semigroup researchers' attention and a good many important results were obtained (see [1] [2] [3] [4] and their references). Tang [ ] showed that for S a regular semigroup with an inverse transversal S o , then I and Λ are both bands with I left regular and Λ right regular.
These two bands play an important role in the study of regular semigroups with inverse transversals. Other important subsets of S are R = {x ∈ S : x o x = x o x oo } and L = {x ∈ S : xx o = x oo x o }. They are subsemigroups with R and L left and right inverse respectively. The concept of an orthodox transversal was introduced by Chen [5] as an interesting generalisation of inverse transversals, and a structure for a regular semigroup with a quasi-ideal orthodox transversal was established. Chen and Guo [6] further considered the general case of an orthodox transversal and acquired many properties focused on the sets I and Λ. In [7, 8] , Kong and Zhao introduced two interesting sets R and L and established the structure for a regular semigroup with quasi-ideal orthodox transversals. In 2014, Kong [9] introduced the concept of a generalised orthodox transversal and Kong and Meng [10] acquired the characterization for a generalised orthodox transversal to be an orthodox transversal and obtain a concrete characterization of the maximum idempotent-separating congruence on a regular semigroup with an orthodox transversal. If the concept of transversals could be introduced in the range of E-inversive semigroups, then the congruences [11, 12] on them will be characterized more neatly. More recently, Kong [13] investigated the weakly simplistic orthodox transversal and obtained the su cient and necessary condition for the orthodox transversal S o to be weakly simplistic.
The concept of an adequate transversal, was introduced in the range of abundant semigroups by ElQallali [14] as the generalisation of the concept of an inverse transversal. Chen, Guo and Shum [15, 16] obtained some important results about a quasi-ideal adequate transversal. Kong [17] explored some properties about adequate transversals. Kong and Wang [18] considered the product of quasi-ideal adequate transversals and proposed the open problem of the isomorphism of adequate transversals. The concept of a quasi-adequate transversal was introduced by Ni [19] and followed by Luo, Kong and Wang [20, 21] , their work mainly focused on the properties and the structure of multiplicative quasi-adequate transversals. Unfortunately, quasiadequate transversals are neither the generalisation of an orthodox transversal nor adequate transversals. Inspired by the characterization of orthodox transversals [10] , the concept of a RGQA transversal was introduced by Kong and Wang [22] . It was demonstrated that RGQA transversals are the real common generalisations of both orthodox transversals and adequate transversals in the abundant case.
In the present paper, we continue along the lines of [3, 18, 22] by exploring the relationship between the quasi-ideal RGQA transversals of the abundant semigroup. The main result of this paper is that the product of two quasi-ideal RGQA transversals of an abundant semigroup S satisfying the regularity condition is a quasiideal RGQA transversal of S and that all quasi-ideal RGQA transversals of S compose a rectangular band. The related results concerning adequate transversals are generalised and enriched.
Preliminaries
The Miller-Cli ord theorem is crucial in the study of semigroups. 
Let S o be a *-adequate subsemigroup of the abundant semigroup S. S o is said to be an adequate transversal of S, if for every x ∈ S there exist two idempotents e, f in S and a unique element x in S o such that x = exf , with eLx + and f Rx * . (see [14] for detail).
Suppose that S is an abundant semigroup having the set of idempotents E and S o a quasi-adequate *−subsemigroup of S having the set of idempotents E o . S o is said to be a generalised quasi-adequate
De nition 2.4. [22]
Suppose that S o is a generalised quasi-adequate transversal of the abundant semigroup 
Then (i) S o is an orthodox transversal of S if and only if S is a regular semigroup. (ii) S o is an adequate transversal of S if and only if S o is an adequate semigroup.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.6 we can say that RGQA transversals are the real common generalisation of an orthodox transversal and adequate transversals in the abundant case.
A characterization for a generalised quasi-adequate transversal to be re ned Lemma 2.5 gives the important equivalent conditions for a generalised quasi-adequate transversal to be re ned. Now we supplement Lemma 2.5 with another characterization of RGQA transversals within the class of abundant semigroups. It is analogous to the de nition of an orthodox transversal in an interesting manner.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that S is an abundant semigroup having a generalised quasi-adequate transversal S o .

Then S o is re ned if and only if for any regular elements a
Proof. (Necessity) For any regular elements a ∈ S, b ∈ S o , we may take Hence
and so by the above result, . Similarly, the reverse inclusion is hold and hence
It is a routine matter to show that for any regular element a ∈ S with
and so S o is re ned.
The main result
In 1986, Saito [3] had acquired the result that the product of two quasi-ideal inverse transversals of the regular semigroup S is again a quasi-ideal inverse transversal of S. This important result was generalised to adequate transversals by Kong and Wang [18] . In this section we obtain the main result that the product of any two quasi-ideal RGQA transversals of the abundant semigroup S satisfying the regularity condition is a quasiideal RGQA transversal of S. And that, if S has quasi-ideal RGQA transversals, then all quasi-ideal RGQA transversals of S compose a rectangular band. Let A and B be subsets of a semigroup S and AB for {ab : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. It is obvious that (∀A, B, C ⊆ S) (AB)C = A(BC), and we denote it by ABC. In the following S o and S denote a pair of RGQA transversals of the abundant semigroup S and E S o and E S denote the idempotents of them respectively to avoid confusion, and similar as E S , E S S o , Io , I , Λo and Λ speaking for themselves. For simplicity, in S , a typical idempotent which L * -related and R * -related to a ∈ S are denoted by a * and a + respectively. For every x ∈ S, we denote x = ex xfx in S o and x = ix xλx in S as the decompositions and of x respectively. Then x ∈ S has the same sense as in the de nition of generalised quasi-adequate transversals, that is ix , λx ∈ E S and x * , x + ∈ E S with x * L * xR * x + and ixL x + , λxR x * , and also ixR * xL * λx.
Let S and S o be RGQA transversals of the abundant semigroup S. Write
Theorem 4.2. Let S and S o be a pair of quasi-ideal RGQA transversals of the abundant semigroup S satisfying the regularity condition. Then I(S
It is clear from the above de nitions that Σ ⊆ Io Λ . For the reverse part, let x ∈ Io Λ . Since x ∈ Λ , we have x = x x for some x ∈ V S (x) with x ∈ E(S ) and so x = xx . Similarly, x ∈ Io implied that x = xx o for some
o is a quasi-ideal and S satis es the regularity condition. Thus
x L x and so by Lemma 2.1, For every x ∈ S, there exist a, b ∈ Reg(S)
, and so
Since Similarly,
and a abb is idempotent. Meanwhile
and bb a a ∈ E(S). Therefore 
Similarly, V S S o (a)V S S o (b) ⊆ V S S o (ba).
Therefore by Theorem 3. 
